
ActiveX Object Definition

What is an ActiveX object?

ActiveX objects support the COM (Component Object Model) - Microsoft technology. An ActiveX component is 
an application or library that is able to create one or more ActiveX objects. In this case, your labeling software 

publishes many objects that you can use to create new applications and programming tools. Within your 
labeling software, objects are organized hierarchically, with an object named Application at the top of the 

hierarchy.

Each ActiveX object has its own member function definition. When the member functions are published, it 

makes the object programmable by an ActiveX client. Three types of members can be published for an object:

� Methods

� Properties

� Events

Your labeling software often works with several instances of an object which together make up a Collection 

object. 

For example, since your labeling software is a multiple-document interface (MDI), it might have multiple 

documents. To provide an easy way to access the documents, your labeling software publishes an object 
named Documents, which refers to all of the already opened document objects. Documents is a collection 

object.

A Collection object lets you work as a group with the objects it manage.

Type Library Definition

What is the type library?

The type library does not store objects, it stores Automation Interface information. By accessing the type 

library, your application can determine the characteristics of an object, such as the interfaces supported by 
the object and the names and parameters.

This library helps you to write your program because it contains all the definitions of object methods and 
properties that you can access. Using this library you optimize your job.

The name of this type library is LabelManager2 with the TK  Labeling Interface reference.

The procedures below show how to install and use the type library with Visual Basic 6.0.

To install the type library

1. Choose Project References.

2.  Activate TK Labeling Interface in the list of available references then validate the dialog box.

To display the methods and properties
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1. Use the Object Explorer by pressing the F2 key.

2. In the library list, select LabelManager2.

To use the type library

�  While writing code, you have just to enter a period ”.” after an object to get the associated methods 

and properties, or an opening parenthesis "(" after a method to get the associated properties.

Mechanisms

Your labeling software offers you two main objects: the Application object that is at the top of the hierarchy 

and the Document object. 

These main objects provide access to the subordinated objects (see the hierarchy diagram). 

The first step to activate the server is the main object creation, in this case, the Application object. 

The last step is the deactivation of the server with the Quit method.

CreateObject Function

This function creates and returns a reference to the Application object.

Syntax CreateObject("server name")

Defines an object variable. This object variable is meant to contain the object reference. Dim as Object
creates a link at execution.

Dim MyApp as Object
Set MyApp = CreateObject("Lppx2.Application")

This code launches the application that creates the object. In this case, the labeling software. As soon as the 
object is created, you reference it in the code with the object variable that you have defined, i.e. MyApp.

Note: 
If you define an object variable with ''As Object'', a variable containing a 

reference for any object type is created. However, the access to an object 

via this variable is realized by a  late bind, i.e. the link is created during the 
execution of your program. To create an object variable that induces an

 early bind, i.e. a link during the compilation of your program, define 
the object variable with a specific identifier.

For example, you can define and create the reference using the code below:

Dim MyApp As LabelManage2Application
Set MyApp = CreateObject(Lppx2.Application)
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The variable reference creating an early bind increases the performance and allows VB syntaxe control but 
must only contain one reference.

Note: 
In some specific use cases, when running the Label Designer in automation 

mode, performance can be optimized by renewing its instance on regular 

basis. 

GetObject Function

This function returns a reference to an ActiveX object from a file.

Syntax GetObject([pathname],[server name])

The syntax of the GetObject function includes the following arguments:

Note:  
Use the GetObject function to access an ActiveX object from a file and to 

assign this object, an object variable. Use the Set instruction to assign the 

object that is returned by the GetObject function at the object variable.

Below are several examples showing the variations of the GetObject syntax.

Dim MyDoc As Object
Set MyDoc = GetObject("c:\ProgramFile\document.lab")

When this code is executed, the application associated with the pathname argument is launched and the 
object included in the file is activated.

Note:

In the case where the server automation is already loaded in the system 
memory, the ActiveX mechanism selects it, then the document is activated. 

Note that in the example below the Visual Basic for Application expression GetObject
(,”Lppx2.Application") will fail unless the Application (the labeling software) is already running. 

If the Application is not already running, a new instance will not be launched.

Item Description

Pathname Optional. Variable of Variant type (String). 
Complete pathname with the name of the file 

containing the object to get. If you don't define the 
pathname, you have to define the server name.

Servername Optional. Variable of Variant type (String). Name 
of the application that gives the object.
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Dim MyApp As Object

Set MyApp = GetObject (,"Lppx2.Application")

In this example, the variation of the GetObject syntax varies from the previous example in that a new 

instance of the application will always be launched even if the application is already running. This variation is 
equivalent to a CreateObject statement.

Dim MyApp As Object
Set MyApp = GetObject ("","Lppx2.Application")

New Function

The key word New can only be used if you work with the Type Library (see What is the type library).

New assigns an object reference to a variable or to a property. 

Syntax Set MyApp = {[New] objectexpression }

This example demonstrates reation of the MyApp object that represents Application. This is the standard 

access to get the subordinated objects of Application.

Dim MyApp As LabelManager2.Application

Set MyApp = New LabelManager2.Application

or

Dim MyApp As New LabelManager2.Application

The syntax of the Set instruction contains the following items:

Note:
The objectvar must have an object type compatible with the object to which 

it is assigned.

Item Description

objectvar Name of the variable or 

property.

New Optional. This key word is 

generally used in the 
declarations to allow the 

implicit creation of an 

object. Used with Set, the 
New key word creates a new 

instance of the class. If the 
objectvar argument contains 

a reference to an object, this 

reference is lost when a new 
association is created.
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Quit Method

The Quit method is used to end the process. Before using this method, it's recommended to close all the 

documents. You must disconnect Events.

The following example shows how to deactivate the server. Use the CloseAll method on the Documents 

collection to close all the documents. Then, use the Quit method on the Application object to end the 

process. The Quit instruction delete the Application from the system memory.

MyApp.Documents.CloseAll False

MyApp.EnableEvents = False

MyApp.Quit

Set MyApp = Nothing

Application Object Definition

The Application object represents the labeling software. The Application object contains the properties and 

the methods that return the first level objects. For example, the ActiveDocument property returns a 

Document object.

Using the Application object

To return the Application object, use the Application property. The following sample shows how to display 
the path defined for the labeling software.

Dim MyApp As LabelManager2.Application

Set MyApp = New LabelManager2.Application

MsgBox MyApp.Path

Most of the properties and methods that return the common user interface objects, such as the active 

document (ActiveDocument property), can be used without the identifier of the Application object by using 
the With keyword. 

Dim MyApp As LabelManager2.Application
...

     With MyApp
          .ActiveDocument

end With

Document Object Definition

The Document object represents an open document. Each open document in the labeling software is 

represented by a Document object. This object has members (properties, methods, and events) that you can 
use to manipulate the document.

You can access the current document if there is an open document by using the ActiveDocument property of 

the Application object.

All open documents that belong to the documents collection are represented by the Documents object. You 

can find a particular document by moving through this collection.
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Collection Object Definition

A Collection object is an ordered set of items that can be referred to a unit.

Note: 

The Collection object provides a convenient way to refer to a related group 

of items as a single object. The items, or members, in a collection need only 
be related by the fact that they exist in the collection. Members or items of 

a collection don’t have to share the same data type.

A collection can be created the same way other objects are created. 

For example:

Dim X As New Collection

Once a collection is created, members can be added using the Add method and removed using the Remove
method. Specific members can be returned from the collection using the Item method whereas the entire 

collection can be browsed using the For Each...Next statement.

Collection methods

Methods for collection are described in the following table. The Item method is required; other methods are 

optional.

The Item method takes one or more arguments to indicate the index. Indexes can be numbers or strings.

Because Item is the default method, you could write either:

MyObject.Item(3).Name

-Or-

MyObject(3).Name

Count Property

Returns a Long (long integer) containing the number of objects in a collection. Read-only.

Handling an Object’s Events

Method name Return type Description

Add VT_DISPATCH or 
VT_EMPTY

Adds an item to a collection. Returns 
VT_DISPATCH if object is created (object 

cannot exist outside the collection) or 
VT_EMPTY if no object is created (object can 

exist outside the collection).

Item Varies with type of 

collection

Returns the indicated item in the collection. 

Required. The Item method may take one or 
more arguments to indicate the element within 

the collection to return. This method is the 

default member for the collection object.

Remove VT_EMPTY Removes an item from a collection. Uses 
indexing arguments in the same way as the 

Item method.
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An object that triggers events is called an event source. 

To handle the events triggered by an event source, you can declare a variable of the object’s class using the 

WithEvents keyword.

For example, to handle the ProgressPrinting event of a Document, place the following code in the 
Declarations section:

Private WithEvents MyDoc As LabelManager2.Document
Private mblnCancel As Boolean

In this case, the client application must set the EnableEvents property of the application to True in order to 

trigger the events.

Warning:

The WithEvents keyword specifies that the variable MyDoc will be used to 
handle an object’s events. You specify the kind of object by supplying the 

name of the class from which the object will be created.

The variable MyDoc is declared in the Declarations section because WithEvents variables must be module-

level variables. This is true regardless of the type of module you place them in.

The variable mblnCancel will be used to cancel the LongTask method.

Limitations on WithEvents variables

You should be aware of the following limitations on the use of WithEvents variables:

� A WithEvents variable cannot be a generic object variable. That is, you cannot declare it As Object -

you must specify the class name when you declare the variable.

� You cannot declare a WithEvents variable As New. The event source object must be explicitly created 

and assigned to the WithEvents variable.

� You cannot declare WithEvents variables in a standard module. You can declare them only in class 

modules, form modules, and other modules that define classes.

� You cannot create arrays of WithEvents variables.

Writing code to handle an event

As soon as you declare a variable WithEvents, the variable name appears in the left-hand drop down of the 
module’s code window. When you select MyDoc, the Document class events will appear in the right-hand 

drop down, as shown in Figure below:

An event associated with a WithEvents variable

Selecting an event will display the corresponding event procedure, with the prefix MyDoc_. All the event 

procedures associated with a WithEvents variable will have the variable name as a prefix. 

For example, add the following code to the  MyDoc_ProgressPrint event procedure:

Private Sub MyDoc_ProgressPrinting (ByVal Percent as integer,Cancel as integer)

lblPercentDone.caption = CInt (100 * Percent) & "%"

DoEvents

If mblnCancel Then Cancel = True
End Sub
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Whenever the ProgressPrinting event is raised, the event procedure displays the percent complete in a 
Label control. The DoEvent statement allows event processing to occur. The module-level variable 

mblnCancel is set to True, and the MyDoc_ProgressPrinting event then tests it and sets the ByRef Cancel 
argument to True.

Connecting a WithEvents variable to an object

When you declare a variable WithEvents at design time, there is no object associated with it. 

A WithEvents variable is just like any other object variable. You have to create an object and assign a 
reference to the object to the WithEvents variable. 

Add the following code to the Form_Load event procedure to create the LabelManager2.Application.

Private Sub Form_Load()
Set MyApp = New LabelManager2.Application

Set MyDoc = MyDoc.Documents.Add ("My Document")

MyApp.EnableEvents = True
End Sub

When the code above is executed, Visual Basic creates a LabelManager2.Application and a new 
document called &rdquor;My Document” then connects its events to the event procedures 

associated with MyDoc. From that point on, whenever the MyDoc raises its ProgressingPrinting
event, the MyDoc_PrintProgressing event procedure will be executed.

Add the cleaning code in the Form_Unload event procedure:

Private Sub Form_Load()

MyApp.Documents.CloseAll False
MyApp.EnableEvents = False

  MyApp.Quit
    Set MyApp = Nothing

End Sub

Compatibility with different versions

� This version is compatible with the previous version of the label design software. However, the labeling 
software includes new features and certain processes have changed. 

To ensure your program can be executed with this version, verify your code by referring to the Help 

online of your labelling software and to this help for information on the functions that have changed.

� If you have a RunTime version, you will only be able to access to the RunTime functions 

BlockField Object
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Object Properties  

BlockField.DataType

Returns or sets the data type.

Access Read/Write.

Type EnumRfTagBlockDataType

BlockField.Flags

Returns or sets the flags.

Access Read/Write.

Type EnumRfTagFieldFlags

BlockField.Index

Returns or sets the ordinal position.

Properties Methods

DataType (none)

Flags

Index

LinkedObjectName

MaxDataLength

Name

Rules

Size

SupportedDataTypes

Value

ValueEx
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Access Read/Write.

Type VT_I4 or Long.

BlockField.LinkedObjectName

Returns or sets the linked object name. 

Access       Read/Write.

Type VT_BSTR or String

BlockField.MaxDataLengh

Returns the maximum number of characters that can be set in the data (depending on DataType). 

Access       Read-Only.

Type VT_BSTR or String

BlockField.Name

Returns or sets the name. 

Access       Read/Write.

Type VT_BSTR or String

BlockField.Rules

Returns or sets the rules applied for the data field encoding (now only "Dod64Cage" and "Dod96Cage" are 

available on the field DODACC/CAGE with DOD64 or DOD96 structured fields and "RestrictedDigits" for each 
fields depending on a master partition field). 

Access       Read/Write.

Type VT_BSTR or String

BlockField.Size

Returns or sets the size in bits. 

Access       Read/Write.

Type VT_I4 or Long

BlockField.SupportedDataTypes

Returns or sets the supported data types. 

Access       Read/Write.

Type EnumRfTagBlockDataType

BlockField.Value

Returns or sets the value. 

Access       Read/Write.

Type VT_BSTR or String

BlockField.ValueEx

VT_BSTR or String      ValueEx(DataType as EnumRfTagBlockDataType)

Returns or sets the value converted with the specified datatype format.
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